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QUESTION 1

How can you reduce fragmentation of an index without affecting the current transactions that are using the index? 

A. Use the ANALYZE INDEX . . . command 

B. Use the ALTER INDEX . . . VALIDATE STRUCTURE command 

C. Us the ALTER INDEX . . . REBUILD ONLINE command 

D. Use the ALTER INDEX . . . DEALLOCATE UNUSED command 

Correct Answer: D 

Use the deallocate_unused_clause to explicitly deallocate unused space at the end of the index and make the freed
space available for other segments in the tablespace. 

If index is range-partitioned or hash-partitioned, then Oracle Database deallocates unused space from each index
partition. If index is a local index on a composite-partitioned table, then Oracle Database deallocates unused space from
each index subpartition. 

Reference: Oracle Database SQL Language Reference 11g, alter index 

 

QUESTION 2

An application supplied by a new vendor is being deployed and the SQL statements have plan baselines provided by
the supplier. The plans have been loaded from a SQL tuning set. You require the optimizer to use these baselines, but
allow better plans to used, should any be created. 

Which two tasks would you perform to achieve this? 

A. Set the OPTIMIZER_USE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES initialization parameter to TRUE. 

B. Set the OPTIMIZER_CAPTURE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES initialization parameter to TRUE. 

C. Use the DBMS_SPM.ALTER_SQL_PLAN_BASELINE function to fix the plans. 

D. Use the DBMS_SPM.EVOLVE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINE function to fix the new plans. 

E. Use the DBMS_SPM.ALTER_SQL_BASELINE function to accept new plans. 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: OPTIMIZER_USE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES enables or disables the use of SQL plan baselines stored in SQL
Management Base. When enabled, the optimizer looks for a SQL plan baseline for the SQL statement being compiled.
If one is found in SQL Management B ase, then the optimizer will cost each of the baseline plans and pick one with the
lowest cost. 

D: EVOLVE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINE Function 

This function evolves SQL plan baselines associated with one or more SQL statements. A SQL plan baseline is evolved
when one or more of its non-accepted plans is changed to an accepted plan or plans. If interrogated by the user
(parameter verify = \\'YES\\'), the execution performance of each non-accepted plan is compared against the
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performance of a plan chosen from the associated SQL plan baseline. If the non-accepted plan performance is found to
be better than SQL plan baseline performance, the non-accepted plan is changed to an accepted plan provided such
action is permitted by the user (parameter commit = \\'YES\\'). 

Incorrect: 

B: OPTIMIZER_CAPTURE_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES enables or disables the automatic recognition of repeatable SQL
statements, as well as the generation of SQL plan baselines for such statements. 

C: ALTER_SQL_PLAN_BASELINE Function 

This function changes an attribute of a single plan or all plans associated with a SQL statement using the attribute
name/value format. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are administering database that supports an OLTP workloads. Most of the queries use an in- dex range scan or
index unique scan as access methods. 

Which three scenarios can prevent the index access being used by the queries? 

A. When highly selective filters is applied on an indexed column of a table with sparsely popu- lated blocks. 

B. When the rows are filtered with an IS NULL operator on the column with a unique key de- fined 

C. When the histogram statistics are not collected for the columns used in where clause. 

D. When a highly selective filter is applied on the indexed column and the index has very low value for clustering factor. 

E. When the statistics for the table are not current. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

A: Low clustering factor promotes good performance. 

The clustering_factor measures how synchronized an index is with the data in a table. A table with a high clustering
factor is out-of-sequence with the rows and 

large index range scans will consume lots of I/O. Conversely, an index with a low clustering_factor is closely aligned
with the table and related rows reside 

together of each data block, making indexes very desirable for optimal access. 

Note: 

*

 Oracle SQL not using an index is a common complaint, and it\\'s often because the optimizer thinks that a full-scan is
cheaper than index access. Oracle not using an index can be due to: 

*

 (E) Bad/incomplete statistics Make sure to re-analyze the table and index with dbms_stats to ensure that the optimizer
has good metadata. 
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*

 Wrong optimizer_mode The first_rows optimizer mode is to minimize response time, and it is more likely to use an
index than the default all_rows mode. 

*

 Bugs See these important notes on optimizer changes in 10g that cause Oracle not to use an index. 

*

 Cost adjustment In some cases, the optimizer will still not use an index, and you must de- crease
optimizer_index_cost_adj. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two tasks are performed during the optimization stage of a SQL statement? 

A. Evaluating the expressions and conditions in the query 

B. Checking the syntax and analyzing the semantics of the statement 

C. Separating the clauses of the SQL statement into structures that can be processed 

D. Inspecting the integrity constraints and optimizing the query based on this metadata 

E. Gathering the statistics before creating the execution plan for the statement 

Correct Answer: DE 

Note: 

Oracle SQL is parsed before execution, and a hard parse includes these steps: * 

1.

 Loading into shared pool - The SQL source code is loaded into RAM for parsing. (the "hard" parse step) 

2.

 Syntax parse - Oracle parses the syntax to check for misspelled SQL keywords. 

3.

 Semantic parse - Oracle verifies all table and column names from the dictionary and checks to see if you are authorized
to see the data. 

4.

 Query Transformation - If enabled (query_rewrite=true), Oracle will transform complex SQL into simpler, equivalent
forms and replace aggregations with 

materialized views, as appropriate. 

5.
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 Optimization - Oracle then creates an execution plan, based on your schema statistics (or maybe with statistics from
dynamic sampling in 10g). 

6.

 Create executable - Oracle builds an executable file with native file calls to service the SQL query. 

* 

The parsing process performs two main functions: 

o Syntax Check: is the statement a valid one. Does it make sense given the SQL grammar documented in the SQL
Reference Manual. Does it follow all of the 

rules for SQL. 

o Semantic Analysis: Going beyond the syntax ? is the statement valid in light of the objects in the database (do the
tables and columns referenced exist). Do you 

have access to the objects ? are the proper privileges in place? Are there ambiguities in the statement ? for example if
there are two tables T1 and T2 and both 

have a column X, the query ?select X from T1, T2 where ?? is ambiguous, we don?t know which table to get X from.
And so on. 

So, you can think of parsing as basically a two step process, that of a syntax check to check the validity of the statement
and that of a semantic check ? to ensure 

the statement can execute properly. 

Reference: Oracle hard-parse vs. soft parse 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the Exhibit and view the query and its execution plan. 
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Which statement is correct about the parallel executions plan? 

A. The CUSTOMERS and SALES tables are scanned simultaneously in parallel and then joined in parallel. 

B. First, the CUSTOMERS table is scanned in parallel, then the SALES table is scanned in parallel, and then they are
joined serially. 

C. First, the SALES table is scanned in parallel, then the CUSTOMERS table us scanned in parallel, and then they are
joined in parallel. 

D. The CUSTOMERS and SALES tables are scanned simultaneously in parallel and then joined serially. 

E. First, the CUSTOMERS table is scanned in parallel, then the SALES table us scanned in parallel, and then they are
joined in parallel. 

Correct Answer: A 

As per exhibit: 

Line 7 and line 11 are run in parallel. 

Line 8 and line 12 are run in parallel. 

Line 9 and line 13 are run in parallel. 

Line 10 and line 14 are run in parallel. 

Line 6 is a PCWP (parallel combined with parent) and the parent is a P-> P (Parallel to parallel) operation. 
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